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LOW TEMPERATURE ELECTRON-IRRADIATION AND 
ANNEALING IN PURE MAGNESIUM 

James Harry Simester, Ph.D. 
Department of Physics 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champai~n, 1982 

In this study of magnesium after 1.0 MeV ele~tron irradiations 

at i.SS K, it has been observed that the damage production_rate in Mg 

is (3. 57 ± 0. 03) x lo- 26· Qcm/ (e- cm2). There is no evl.dence for thermal 

annealing up to 4 K. The low temperature recovery in magnesium is found 

to consist of two broad substages between 4-14 K, both of which exhibit 

evidence for correlated and uncorrelated recovery processes. The two 

substages are found to have very different frequency factors for anneal-

ing, and there is evlJence that the recovery process~s i~ the second 

substage are influenced by those in the first.· Theoretical calculations 

are found to fav·or an octahedral configuration or a split dumbbell con-

figuration alo~g one of the close~packed rows in the basal plane for the 

interstitial as opposed to the split dumbbell along the c axis which has 

been found for zin.c. A .model for recovery is proposed using the split 

configuration in the plane which explains the ffrst s,ubstage as being 

due to _interstitial migration in the basal plane and ·the second to migra-

tion perpendicular to the. plane. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

When a inetal is irradiated with electrons at low temperature, 

. the resulting introduct1on of defects (vacancies and interstitials) \viU 

~ause an increase in its resistivity. This increase is ptoportional to 

the defect c6ncentration for sufficiently low concentrations. As·the 

sample· temperat"ure. is subsequently raised, there is a recovery of the 

resistivity as the defects acquire thermal energy which. allows them to 

become mobile arid anneal. In general, this annealing process does not 

occur continuously with temperature, but rather at .fairly discrete tern-

peratures in distinct. stages, the lowest of which is called stage I. 

In the face centered cubic (f.c.c.) me.tals,.the most extensively 

studied crystallographic group, stage I is comprised of five distinct 

substages, A through E. The. temperatures of the four 16west substages 

are independent of defect _concentration. Substages A, B, and C correspond 

to the recombination of vacancy-interstitial close pairs. Substage D is 

thought to represent either a spectrum of nearly identical widely spaced 
. . . 1/ 
close pairs- or correlated long-~ange recovery of interstitials with their 

own vacancies.~ Substage E moves to lower temperatures with increasing 

initial defect,concentrations and is associated with free long-range migra-

tion of the interstitial. 

The f.c.c. interstitial is found to have a·stable configuration 

_wherein the interstitial and a lattice atom share the latter's lattice 

position in the form of a dumbbell centered on the normal lattice site.if 

The dumbbell .is .oriented along the (100) direction. 
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Among the f.c.c. metals. investigated, only gold is anomalous, show

ing more or less continuous recovery beginning bel.o~ 2 K.Y 

By contrast, the low temperature annealing behavior of the hexagonal 

·metals .is not at all well understood. Thus far, most of the annealing 

studies following irradiations of the hexagonals have been made using rela

tively impure samples, which can obscure or completely alter the details 

of the recovery substructure. Results for cobalt and gad~linium,Y zinc,.§/ 

. and zirconi~mij showed evidence of similarities to the pattern of f.c.c. 

recovery, i.e., ~series of close-~~ir substages followed by a dqse-depen-

dent substage. Studies of cadmium after thermal neutron irradiation showed 

a "see-saw" effect whereby the relative recovery below 26 K decreased with 

increasing hradiation dose.Y This feature has not been observed for any 

other hexagonal metal. In addition, no clear evidence for a concentration 

dependent substage has been found in cadmium. 

Using diffuse x-ray scattering,. Ehrhart and Schonfeld2./ have found 

the interstitial in zinc to be dwnbbell orient~d along _the c axis. It is 

not known whether this result is the general case for the hexagonals. 

. 10/ 
O'Neal ·and Chaplin-.- have studied the recovery of resistivity in 

magnesium after 0.125-0.40 MeV electron irradiations near 5 K. They found 

two ma:jor.low temperature substages, both o:t: which seemed independent of 

.dose. The lower substage was ascribed to a superposition of the annealing 

of several close pairs. Diffuse x-ray·scattering experiments performed 

by Schonfeld and Ehrhartl!_/ following 3 MeV electron i~~adiations near 5 K 

showed the formatiori of small clusters of 2-3 interstitials d~ring irradi-

at ion. The cluster.· size was found to increase during annealing. 
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Magnesium should be an interesting hexagonal met.al to investigate 

because its c/a ratio is· 1.623, very near the ideal close-packed ratio of 

1. 633. The vacancy in magnesium has a formation eriergy of 0. 79 ± 0. 03 ev!l:..! 

·and an activatio.n energy for. self-diffusion ·of 1.40 eV along the c axis and 

1 39 V d .. 1 h . 13/ Th 1 b 60° C . e perpen 1cu ar to t e c ax1s.- . e vacancy_ annea s etween -:-

and 10° C. 12 •141 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND-PROCEDURE 

A. Sample Preparation 

Single crystals of high purl.ty magnesium were grown from the melt 

in .a split graphite crucible using the Bridgman techn~que. Starting 

material was triply distilled polycrystalline magnesium·provided by the 

Dow Chemical . Company (see Appendix A for ana.~ysis). ·The grown samples 

were thinned chemically. in a. solution of 15% nitric acid and 85% distilled 

water by volume ... The details of the sample growth and thinning procedures 

are given in AppendiX: B .. The final nominal dimensions of the samples 

.were: length: 19.1 em; width: 0.027 em; thickness: O.Oll em. 

Current and volt~ge leads of 0.15 mm copper wire were spot-welded 

to the tabs ~f. each sample (Figure 1).. To assure good welds and prevent 

sparking, it was necessary to perform.the spot~welding in a glove bag in 

a continuously flowing atmosphere of helium gas. The tabs were lightly 

·etched in a dl.lute citric acid solution, then rinsed in distilled water 

inside the glove bag to remove any oxide layer before the welds were made. 

The sample was supported mechanically on a glass slide during the welding 

process. 

' 
Once the lead.s were attached, each sample was annealed for five 

hours at 360° C in a vacuum of 2xlo-6 torr to.remove any defects resulting 

from cold working of the sample during thinning and spot~welding. The 

sample was then mounted to·the OFHC copper sample plate using GE 7031 

varnish and the support strips between the legs-were cut away. Electrical 

insulation wa,s provided by a 0.001" sheet of mylar varnished to the sample 

plate. 
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Figure 1. Magnesium sample (a) as grown, and (b) after thinning 

and cutting away support strips, with spot-welded.po

tential ~nd current leads. 
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Sainple purity was checked by measuring the ratio of the electrical 

resistivity between room temperature and 4.2 K. Ratios between 1500-2000 

were found (n~t size-corre~ted). The geometrical factors used for con

verting the measured electrical resistance .to resistivity were determined 

experimentally for each sample. They fell in the range 7.o-7.5xlo4 cm-1. 

B. Cryostat 

The commercial 10 liter liquid helium dewar, vacuum housing, and 

·accelerator hook-up are shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 is·a cross-sectional 

view of.the cryostat, indicating the locations of the sample chamber and 

the superfluid helium refrigerator. 

A needle valve was used to allow liquid helium at atmospheric 

pressure to enter the refrigerator from the dewar helium reservoir. Cooling 

was then achieved by pumping on the liquid helium in the refrigerator via 

a 3/ 4" pump-out tube running from the top of the refrigerator to the top of 

the cryostat (Figure 4). The pump-out tube was connected by 1.5" tubing 

to a 24 liter/sec mechanical pump through a 1" valve which could be used 

to throttle the pump. With the needle valve closed, an ultimate tempera

ture of 1.3 K was attained: 

To prevent undue warming of the refrigerator when the needle valve 

was opened for filling, an· impedance tube consisting of a #24 (0. 02") 

chrome!. A wire threaded tightly through a cupronickel capillary (1/32" 

O.D .. x 0.003" W.) was installed in series with the needle valve (Figure 5). 

The impedance tube helped to sustain the pressure diff~rence between the 

dewar and the refrigerator by restricting the flow of the 4.2 K liquid 

helium. As a result, the refrigerator could maintain a temperature of 

1.65 K with the needle valve open .. 
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Figure 2. Exterior cryostat and accelerator hook-up assembly. 

(A) Commercial 10 liter helium dewar 

(H) Vacuum housing with vacuum common to dewar 

(C) Gate valve 

(D) Plange to accelerator 

(E) Beam direction 

(F) Flange containing 0.002" aluminum scattering foil 

(G) Drift tube 

(H) Radiation shield 

(I) Faraday cup, insulated from the vacuum housing 

(J) Atmospheric vent manifold for helium dewar 

(K) Refrigerator manifold, thermally insulated from the vent 

manifold by the stainless steel pump-out tube (0) 

(L) To helium pump 

(M) Vacuum feed-through for electrical wires 

(N) Wires for current and voltage measurements, thermometers, 

and sample heater 

(P) Needle valve 
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Figure 3. Cross section of cryostat assembly. 

(A) Commercial helium dewar 

(B) Vacuum housing 

(H) Radiation shield 

(I) Faraday cup 

(0) Pump-out tube 

(P) Needle valve 

(R) Refrigerator assembly 

(S) Sample chamber 

(T) Liquid nitrogen 

(U) Liquid helium 

(V) 78 K r<~c:l:iRt.ion shield 

(W) 4.2 K radiation shield 
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Figure 4. Cross section schematic of refrigerator. 

(A) Pump-out tube 

(B) Needle valve drawn with threading and male piece 

omitted for clarity 

(C) Indium a-ring flange 

(D) Needle valve seat 

(E) Impedance tube 

(F) C6pper thermal binding post 

(G) Liquid reservoir 

(H) Sample chamber 

(1) Sample plate 
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Figure 5. Cross section diagram of impedance 

(A) Base of needle valve 

(B) 1/4" copper fitting 

(C) Copper plug 

(D) Cupronickel capillary 

(E) #24·chromel A wire 

(F) Stainless steel tube 

(G) Copper nozzle 

tube 

". 

tube. 
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The sample chamber, located directly below the refrigerator reser

voir, consisted of front and back plates sealed to the main chamber with 

indium o-rings. 0.001" stainless steel windows soldered to each plate 

permitted the electron beam to enter and exit from the chamber, passing 

through the sample and 3/16" of stiperfluid helium. The sample plate was 

mounted to the front plate of the chamber, offset by fo~r nylon screws.to 

provide thermal insulation for annealing. 

During irradiations the refrigerator was operated with the needle 

valve closed to achieve maximum cooling power. Two 200n 1/8 watt Allen

Bradley resistors located in the refrigerator reservoir (one near the top, 

the other just above the sample chamber) were used as a superfluid helium 

level detector.. When the liquid level became low, the electron beam was. 

electrostatically steered away from the cryostat and the needle valve 

opened rem9tely. Once the reservoir was full, the needle valve was closed 

and the beam steered back into the cryostat. 

All ~1ectrical l~ads from the refrigerator were connected to a 

copper thermal ·binding post at 4.2 K with GE 7031 varnish, then passed out 

of the cryostat through the pump-out tube. All sample potential leads 

were passed continuously to the measuring system. 

C. Electron Beam 

Electrons at 1.10 ± 0.01 MeV were provided by a High Voltage 

Engineering Van de Graaff accelerator. The electron beam was magnetically 

deflected 90° .to .provide even greater stability. A schematic of the beam 

collimation system appears in Figure 6. 

Collimators at room temperature and attached to the nitrogen and 

helium radiation shields reduced the area of the beam.to match the window 



. Figure 6. Electron beam collimation system shown in horizontal · 

cross section. All collimators are 0.25" thick. 

(A) 0.002" aluminum scattering foil 

(B) Radiation shield 

(C) Room temperature collimator 

(D) 0.001" aluminized mylar window 

(E) Liquid nitrogen temperature collimator 

(F) 0.001" aluminized mylar window 

(G) Liquid helium temperature collimator 

(H) Sample with sample chamber omitted 

{I) Faraday cup 
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of the sample chamber. The two low temperature collimators were covered 

with foils of 0.001" aluminized mylar. The cryostat, sample chamber, and 

all of the collimators w~re aligned with the accelerator beam tube using 

cross hairs both optically and with a laser. 

The·o:oo2" aluminum foil which separates the accelerator and cryo,... 

stat vacuums was used to scatter the electrons to provide better spatial 

homogeneity of the beam. For the foil, electron multiple scattering theory 

. 15/ 
predicts a Gaussian. distribution for the scattered beam;- for 1.1 MeV 

electrons, the mean scattering angle at which the distribution falls to 

1/ e of its m'a~im~m ·value is 11.35°. Since the sample chamber spans an 

angle· of 0.86°· from the center of the scattering foi.l, the beam uniformity 

was expected to vary by.about 0.6% over the sample region. In actual 

practice, fluctuations in the beam energy and in the current to the 90° 

bending magnet. resulted in variations of about 596. 

After.passing through the sample chamber, all electrons making 

angles of less than 45° with the center of the chamber were collected in 

the Faraday cup and integrated on an Elcor model A.309B Current Integrator. 

The mean scattering angle for the magnesium sample is 16°~ for which 

99.96% of tli.e beam wil.l be scattered within 45°.· Since the sample only 

blocks 16%:of tli.e beam area, it accounts for almost._no losses to the 

Faraday cup. ·· For the liquid helium bath the mean scattering angle is a 

negligibly small 14°. The angle for the 0.001" stainless steel sample 

chamber windows is about 20°. Considering both windows, about 2% of the 

electrons entering the sample chamber will not be collected in the Faraday 

cup. 
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The energy loss in all of the foils and in the. helium bath prior 

to reaching the sample was 0.1 MeV.l§f Thus, the net energy of the elec-

tron beam incident on the magnesium sample was ·1.00 ± 0.01 MeV for all 

irradiations. 

D. TheTinometry and Temperature 
Measurement 

Figure 7 is a diagram of the sample plate with the sample attached 

showing the locations of the three 200n 1/8 watt Allen-Bradley carbon re-

sistors used to monitor the temperature. The "piate thermometer," located 

at the top of the sample plate, was used to measure any tc;lmperature gradi-

ents in the vertical direction. It was wrapped with copper wire to improve 

thermal contact and varnished to the sample plate with GE 7031 varnish. 

The "beam thermometer" was suspended by its leads in the path of the elec-

tron beam next to the sample, and was used primarilyas a qualitative 

measure of the heating seen by the sample during irradiation. It also 

served to measure temperature gradients during annealing. The "sample 

thermometer" was mounted directly below the sample in.the same manner as 

the plate thermometer. The sample thermometer was monitored continuously, 

and its reading assumed to correspond to the sample temperature. 

All three carbon thermometers were calibrated according to the 

empirical relation 

~0.~ ~~ = A + B log R (Il-l) 

where R is the resistance, T the temperature, and A and B adjustable 

fittin~ parameters. This fit was found to deviate·frorn the measured 

relationship by .0.49o in the rnngc.4-25 K for 10n 1/7. Allen-Bradley 
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Figure 7. Magnesium sample mounted on sample plate showing. location 

of carbon. resistance thermometers. All wiring excluded 

for clarity. 

(A) Sample 

(B) Sample mounting plate 

(C) Sample thermometer 

(D) Beam thermometer 

(E) Plate thermometer 
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. 171 h d d res1stors.--· In t e present case, A and B were etermine by measuring 

Rat T = 77.35 K and 4.215 K. The calibration was checked by measuring 

the vapor pressure above the liquid helium bath near the lambda point 

(2.174 K) and was found to agree to within 2%. The sample thermometer 

was re-calibrated after all of the irradiations were completed, undergoing 

a shift of less than 0. 001 K from the original calibration between l. 3-20 K. 

During irradiation, the saniple temperature will rise due to the 

energy loss of the electron beam in the sample. The power dissipated in 

the sample due to this loss is given by 

p = 
dE 
dx 

~v 

where dE/dx is the stopping p6wer for th~ electron~ = 1.557 MeV cm 2/g for 

l 0 M V 1 . . . . . 161 • . h l . fl d v . . e e ectrons 1n magnes1um,-- ~ 1s t e e ectron ux rate, an 1s 

the sample volume. Using~= 2.68 x 1011 e-/(cm2 sec), the highest flux 

rate attained in this experiment, and the nominal dimensions of the ir-
. . . 

radiated region of the sample, V = 0.27 em x 0.011 em x 13.97 em = 

4.15 x lo-3 cm 3 ,.we find P = 0.48 x lo-3 watts. Similar calculations. 

yield 12.37 x: lo- 3 watts for the power dissipated in the helium bath, 

2.67 x lo-3· watts for the sample chamber windows, and approximately 

3.87 x lo-3 watts for electrons stopped completely by the front plate of 

the sample chamber and, due to wide angle scattering, inside the sample 

chamber, giving a total heat dis.sipation in the sample chamber of about 

19.5 x lo- 3 watt$. The sample heating accounts for only 2.5% of this 

total. 
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ThA t.AmpArature diff~nmce between the·center and the surface of 

a round wire with uniform heating is given by 

LIT = 

where K is the t·hermal conductivity and P/9.. is the heating per unit length. 

Approximating the rectangular legs of the sample to be circular with P/9.. = 

3.44 X 10-s· watts/em from above and K = 1.95 watts/(cm K},-!-~/·we find t.T = 

. -6 1.4 x 10 · K. The temperature difference should be less for rectangular 

wires. Th.e maximum heat flux across the surface of the sample was 

4.52 x 10- 4 watts/cm2 • Using the approximate curve for Kapitza resistance 

. b H . . 19/ h K . . f . 1 55 K b g1ven y arr1son,-- t e ap1tza r~s1stance o magnes1um at . can e 

estimated to be- 3.2 K cm2/watt, a value in general agreement with other 

. . 20 21/ metals at th1s temperature. ' The sample·surface femperature is thus 

estimated to be 1~45 x 10-3 K warmer than the surrounding .bath. Finally, 

. 22/ . in a superfluid. helium capillary at 1. 5 K, Keesom et al.-- found that a 

heat flux of 0.233 watts/cm2 .applied at one end gave rise to a temperature 

gradient of 0.136 x lo-3 K/cm along the capillary. Using this value as a 

very conservative upper limit, .we can estimate the maximum temperature 

difference be.tween the sample thermometer and the center of the sample 

1.5 em away to be 2.04 x l0- 4 K. Thus, the sample·was expected to be at 

most 1.7 x lo-3 K warmer than the sample thermometer reading of 1.55 K 

during irradiation, well within the uncertainty associated with carbon re-

sistance thermometry. As an experimental check, when 0.245 watts were 

dissipated in the sample heater, the sample temperature rose from 1.3 K 

to only 1. 46. K. 
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During resistivity measurements, sample heating by the measuring 

current is given by the current times the. potential. For the largest 

value of samp1e resistance in the high dose isochronal run .• this amounted 

to 0.26 x 10-: 3 watts. The sample heating, together with heating due to· 

the resistance of the copper current leads, raised the sample temperature 

by 0.03 K. 

In conclusion, the highest sample temperature during irradiation 

or measuring was 1.65 K, which occurred when the needle valve was opened 

to fill the refrigerator. All. irradiations were done at or _below 1. 55 K. 

E. Resistivity Measurements 

Standard four-point d.c. potentiometric techniques were used to 

measure the sample resistivity~ The voltage across the sample (about 

200 ~V) was measured with Rubicon #2768 6-dial potentiometer with a Leeds 

and· Northrup #9838 nanovolt detect.or as a null detector;. the net resolu-

tion was ±0.01 ~V. A Fluke 382A Current.Calibrator was used to supply a 

measuring current of 1 ± lo-S Amperes to the sample. The resulting un

certainty in the sample resistivity was 1. 4 x 10-!3 Qcm. All measurements 

were made with the sample immersed in superfluid helium below 1.35 K, 

where the therm~l contribution to the sample resistivity was below the 

resolution of the m~asuring system. 

The entire measuring system was battery operated and shielded both 

electromagnetically and from drafts to avoid a loss of resolution to 

thermal and. electrical noise. In addition .• the sample potential leads 

\vere twisted and contained in a continuous electrical shield from the cryo

stat to the measuring system .. 
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Stable thermal e.m.f. 's (amountipg to about 0.3 )lV) in the spot

welds, solder joints to the sample potential leads in the sample chamber, 

and due to cooling of the potential leads by helium gas were averaged out 

by reversing the measuring current to the sample, using a Rubicon # 35.65 

Thermofree Reversing Key to reverse the input to the 6-dial. 

F. Anneals 

Two types of annealing experiments were used to study the recovery 

of the damage in the irradiated samples. In both cases, the temperature 

was raised by valving ·off the refrigerator pump and passing current through 

a heater wire (chrome! A, nominal resistance of SO Q) mounted on the sample 

plate. For anneals above 6 K, the heater was used to boil away all of the 

liquid in the·sample chamber, then the refrigerator was evacuated to a 

pressure of belo\v 10 mm Hg. The sample heater was then used to bring the 

sample plate to the desired temperature. 

Isochronal anneals in steps of 0.25 K for holding times of five 

minutes were done to study the temperature dependence and kinetics of the 

recovery. The time to raise the sample from one temperature to.the next 

was always less than five seconds. The cooling time after each anneal was 

less than one second for a decrease of several K. 

Isothermal anneals were performed to study the time dependence of 

the recovery. Repeated anneals were done at the same temperature with a 

resistivity measurement at the base temperature between each anneal. This 

process was repeated at successively higher temperatures, moving from one 

temperature to the next after the time dependence was established for each 

temperature. 
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The temperature stability during annealing- was poorest between 

4.5-6.5 K for all anneals, due to the fact that the sample plate tended 
. . 

to rise to about 6.5 K with zero heat input once the liquid was gone. 

It was usually possible to hold the annealing temperature to within ±0.1 K 

in this range. The stability was very much improved at higher temperatures; 

between 6.5-10.0 K the temperature was maintained t6 ±0.004 K; between 

10.0-14.0 K, to ±0.005 K. 

As a check on the annealing temperature as given by the sample 

thermometer,.readings of the plate and beam thermometers were taken during 

a simulated anneal. For a sample thermometer temperature of 7.50 K, the 

plate thermometer read 7.47 K and the beam thermometer 7.46 K. For 12.5 K 

on the sample thermometer, the plate and beam thermometers both read 12.37 

K. These small differences are well within the range which might be ex-

pected because of temperature gradients and differences in thermal contact 

to the sample plate. 
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·III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

A. Damage Production 

The damage. production for several irradiations. with 1. 0 MeV elec-

trans at 1. 55 K in one sample .is shown in Figure 8. The production rate 

decreases gradually up to about 3 x 10-10 Qcm of damage. A straight line 

fit to the remaining damage production data using the method of least 

squares gave a production rate of (3.57 ± 0.03) x lo-26. Qcm/(e- cm2). The 

initial curvature of the production rate may result from deviations from 
. . 23/ 

Matthiessen's rule for very low defect concentrations-- and/or from size 

effects in the resi?tivity. 

The 1.0 MeV electrons striking the sample could transfer a maximum 

of 179 eV to a magnesium atom. The average energy transferred was about 

26 eV. Since the threshold energy for atomic displacements in magnesium 

10/ is about 10 eV-- and the sample thickness much less than the range of 

the electrons' a homogeneous distribution of isolate'd ~acancy-interstitial .. 

pairs was expected due to irradiation. In additio~, some smail clusters 

of 2-3 interstitials may have been formed. 

B. Tsochronal Anneals 

The isochronal recovery results following irradiations to three 

different initial defect concentrations in the same sample are shown in 

Figure 9. Figure 10 shows the derivative of the recovery with respect to 

temperature for these three runs. ·The sample was warmed to room tempera~ 

tu·re between runs, allowing all of the radiation-induced. damage to anneal. 
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Figure 8. Change in resistivity as a function of integrated 

flux for magnesium irradiated at 1. 55 K with 1. 0 

MeV electrons. 

e - high dose isochronal irradiation 

0 - data from five other irradiations 
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Figure 9. Isochronal recovery of electrical. resistivity in 

one sample after 1.0 MeV irradiations at 1.55 K 

to three different doses. Sample annealed to 

room temperature between irradiations. 
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Figure 10. Differential isochronal recovery of the irradiations 

of Figure 9. 
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The low temperature isochronal recovery in magnesium is character

ized by two distinct substages. Substage I (4.5-9.5 K). is a fairly sym

metric peak centered at 7.7 K with a peak width at half maximum of 2.15 K. 

About 34.5% of ~he total damage is recovered in substage I for all three 

irradiation doses. Substage II (10.5-14.0 K), centeted at 12.50 K with a 

width of 1.55 K, shows evidence of substructure which changes with dose. 

The recovery in this substage increases from 17.5% for the low dose to 20% 

for the high dose. There is in addition some background annealing occur

ring between the. two substages for which about 2% recovery is seen for all 

doses. No further annealing was observed up to 25 K. Also, no annealing 

was seen below substage I down to 1.55 K. 

There is some shifting of both substages to "lower temperatures 

with increasing dose, particularly for substage II, which is indicative 

of recovery other than· the recombination of vacancy-interstitial close 

pairs. However, the magnitudes of the shifts are smaller than would be 

. expected due to a simple second-order annealing.process, as is observed 

for the IE substage of the f.c.c. metals, or for a third-order process. 

Also, both substages are wider than would be expected for a single thermal

ly-activated process-!/ (see Appendix C). 

C. Isothermal Anneals 

The time dependence of the low temperature recovery was investi

gated in two isothermal annealing experiments. For isothermal run 1 

(Figure 11), the total radiation-induced· change in resistivity was 

2.7S6 x lQ-10 Qcm, and three isothermal anneals were made over the temper

ature range uf each of the two low temperature substages. The total change 
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Figure 11. Isothermal recovery of electrical resistivity 

after 1.0 MeV irradiation at 1.55 K. 

~p. = 2.756 x lo-10 Qcm. 
1rr 
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for isothermal run 2 (Figure 12) was 3.506 x 10-10 ~em; five isothermals 

were performed for substage I and three for substage II, with a short 

anneal in the temperature region of the background annealing. 

Both isothermal run doses were comparable to that of the medium 

dose isochronal run. The relative recovery in each substage with respect 

to the total recovery was the same .for the isothermal and medium dose 

isochronal runs. However, there was a total recovery of about 57.3% in 

both substages for the.isothermal runs as compared to 54.5% for the iso

chronal run. ·The recovery in each substage was slightly enhanced for 

isothermal as opposed to isochronal annealing. In addition, the back-

ground annealing was not completely eliminated by the 40 minute isothermal 

at 9.42 K of·isothermal run 2 as evidenced by the recovery in the subse-

quent 10 minute isothermal anneal at 10.42 K. 

D. Activation.Energy Determination 

1. S~ope Change Analysis. An attempt was made to calculate the 

activation energies for thermal annealing for the two substages from the 

isothermal ~nnealing data using a slope change method suggested by Dibbert 

et a1. 24 / (see Appendix D). Such an analysis is valid regardless of the 

order of the recovery process, but will only yield a unique activation 

energy for recovery involving a single thermally-activated process. :The 

results for both isothermal runs are shown in Table 1. 

2. Primak Analysis. The annealing ·of kinetic processes distribu

ted in activation energy was first considered by Primak. 25/ His method 

of analysis has been applied to isothermal annealing data by numerous 

aulhol'S for both first- 26/ and second-order
27 I processes. (See Appendix E 
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Figure 12. Isothermal recovery of electrical resistivity 

after 1.0 MeV irradiation at 1.55 K. 

6p. = 3.506 x l0- 10 ~em. 
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TABLE 1 

Isothermal Run Substage Temperature (K) E (eV) 

I 7.00-7.50 0.0168 ± 0.001 

1 7.75-8.50 0.0177 ± 0.001 

II 11.75-12.50 0.0381 ± 0.002 
·-

6.25-6.64 0.0120 ± 0.002 

I 6.64-7.46 0.0156 ± 0.001 
7.46-8.38 0.0179 ± 0.001 

2 8.38-9.42 0.0227 ± 0.002 

II 11.30-12.40 0.0349 ± 0.002 

for a detailed discussion of the analysis as applied to both orders.) In 

each case a resistivity density function is sought which can be plotted 

as a function of the activation energy. 

For first-order processes the characteristic annealing function 

0(t,T) is defined as 

e(t,T ) 
n 

= 
I -E/kT ~. 

expLAte . J (III-1) 

th 
where t is the total time of annealing, T the temperature of the n 

n 

anneal; 1\. the frequency f:H·.t.or, E the activation energy 1 and k is 

Bol tzman' s constant. If p (t 1 , Tn) and p (t 2 , Tn) are two measured values 

of the remaining radiation-induced resistivity during .the nth anneal, then 

a first-order approximation of the resistivity density function can be 

written as 

= 

Joo[n.~l G(t.,T.)l[e(tl,T)- 0(t 2 ,Tn)]dE 
o 1=1 l lj n 

(TTT -2) . 
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E is the average value of the activation energy associated with P01 and 

is given by 

E = (III-3) 

The plotted activation energy spectrum of P01 vs E evaluated from 

Equations (III-2) and (III-3) for some initial value of A will consist of 

several segments, one for each annealin& temperature. The value of A is 

then varied successively until these segments fit together smoothly. The 

final smooth spectrum should give the distribution of activation energies· 

for the temperat·ure range covered by the series of isothermal anneals 

used in the calculations. 

For second-order processes, the characteristic annealing function 

is 

0 (t, T ) 
. n 

A -E/kT 
= I Po2 te n (III-4) 

Here f is the resistivity produced by 100% defects and P02 is the second-

order resistivity density function, which is given by 

J
oo· { ~ n-1 

. 1+ L 
0 i=l ~

-1 

0(t.,T.)+0(tl,T) 
1 1 n 0(t. ,T.)+G(t 2,T )J-l} dE 

1 1 n 

p(t1,T) - p(t2,T) 
n. n .. ---- - ·-- - ----- - - (111 5) 
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As foi the first order case, 

E = 

f' E In2 dE 
0 

J

oo (III-6) 

In2 dE 
0 

The activation energy spectrum is. treated in the same manner as the first 

order case, except that here A/f rather than just A is varied. 

·The integrals for both cases were evaluated.nurnerically on an 

LSI-11 computer using Simpson's Rule. Successive values of the integral 

were evaluated, each time doubling the number of intervals considered, 

until 

cfr dE). - cfr dE). 1 n ~ n ~-
< 0.0001 

cJr dE). n ~ 

For the second-rirder case it was also necessary to .solve iteratively for 

. Po2· Successive values were calculated until 

k k-1 
Poz - Poz 

k 
Po2 

::: 0.00001 

The activation energy spectra for both first- and second-order 

Primak analyses appear in Figures 13 (run 1) and 14 (run 2) for the first 

substage and Figures 15 (run 1) and 16 (run 2) for the second substage. 

3. Discussion. The activation energy resuits .for the first sub-

stage indicate a spread of activation energies which is too wide to be 

the result of a single recovery process. The range for the slope change 

analysis agrees quite well with the Primak analysis for both first- and 

second-order kinetics for both isothermal runs. For first order, the fre-
. . . 
quency factor is a remarkably low 5 x 107 sec-1, good to within a factor 
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Figure 13. First~ and second-order activation energy spectra 

for substage I, isoth~rmal run 1. 
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Figure 14. First- and second-order activation energy spectra· 

for substage I, isothermal run 2. 
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Figuie 15. First~ and second-order activation energy spectra 

for substage II, isothermal run 1~ 
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Figure 16. First- .and second-order activation energy spectra 

for substage II, isothermal run 2. 
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of 2, as compared to typical values on the order of 1()11 sec-1 for this 

. 28/ 
temperature r~nge.-- For second-order, the value of the frequency factor 

depends on f; using O'Neal and Chaplin's value of 4.5 x lo-4 ncm gives 

A= 2.25 x 16 12 se~- 1 , which seems somewhat high. For both orders, the 

uncertainty in A gives a shift in E of less than 0. 001 eV. The activation . 

energy spectra show strong evidence of substructure, with an average peak 

value of 0.0163 ± 0.001 eV for the first-order case. It is believed that 

this substage consists of several recovery processes too close in activa-. 

tion energy to be resolved individually. 

The results for the second substage are not as definitive. The 

slope change and Primak analyses again yield similar values for the acti-

vation energy; however, the second-order analysis gives an unrealistically 

high frequen~y factor of 9 x 101 5 sec-1. For the first-order case, 

A= 1011 sec-1. The breadth and substructure of the activation energy 

spectra suggest more than one recovery process, although the evidence is 

not as strong as for the first-order case. The average first-order peak 

value of the activation energy is 0.0345 ± 0.001 eV. 

E. Radiation Uoping 

Two radiation .doping experiments were done to study the nature of 

the recovery in each of the two substages. For radiation doping, the 

sample is irradiated at low. temperature, then annealed to above a recovery 

substage. The sample is then re-irradiated at low temperature and a 

standard annealing program is carried out. If the recovery involved in 

the initial anneal is comprised entirely of close-pair recombination, the 

doping will have no effect on the anneal foilowing the second irradiation. 
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However, if long-range interstitial migration occurs in the doping sub

stage, some of the interstitials involved will form clusters or be trapped 

at impurity atoms or dislocations, leaving an excess of vacancies available 

for interstitial annihilation during the second anneal. As a .result, the 

recovery in t.he doped substage will be enhanced. · 

. For qoping run 1, the sample was irradiated to a total resistivity 

change of 6.471 x lo- 10 Qcm, then warmed to 10.5 K'for 60 minutes; 43% of 

the damage was recovered. The second irradiation was .made to an additional 

resistivity increment of 3.086 x lo- 1 0 Qcm, following which a standard 

isochronal a?nealing program was implemented. The results appear in Fig

ure 17. The "recovery as measured" data correspond to. the measured re

covery of the tptal damage of the two irradiations less the 43% recovery 

from the 10.5 K anneal between irradiations. The adjusted data were 

evaluated for the relative equivalent amount of damage in each of the two 

substages~ . F6r the first substage this was 3.086 x 10~1 0 Qcm since the 

.substage I recoVery from the first irradiation was already completed 

during the 10.5 K anneal. For the second substage the equivalent total 

damage was. taken to be 9. 557 x :io- 1 0 Qcm; · this assumes that the· annealing 

in substage II is independent of the annealing in substage I; 

The first irradiation for doping run 2 was to 6.417 x 10- 1 0 Qcm, 

followed by a 60 minute anneal at 16 K for which 59% recovery occurred. 

The second irradiation was to an additional resistivity change of 

3.160 x 10- 1 0. Qcm, which was the vaiue used in analyzing the recovery 

for ihis ru11: The isochtonal recovery of doping run 2 is shown in Figure 

18. 



Figure 17. Isochronal recovery of electrical resistivity 

after radiation doping run 1. The upper curve. 

gives the actual recovery as measured; the lower 

curve gives the recovery for each peak adjusted 

to the amount of doping (see text). 
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Figure 18. Isochronal recovery of electrical.resistivity 

after radiation doping run 2. 
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Figure 19 shows the differential recovery vs temperature for both 

'doping runs; .the adjusted data for run 1 has been plotted. The apparent· 

shoulder on the low temperature side of substage I for the run 2 data is. 

the result of a temperature control problem during this portion of the 

anneal. The remainder of the anneal should not have been affected. The 

results forthe doping run recoveries are summarized in Table 2, along 

with the results for the three isochronal runs. 

Irradiation Run 

Low Dose Isochronal 

Medium Dose Isochronal 

High Dose Isochronal 

Doping Run 1 

Doping Run 2 

TABLE 2 

Substage 

34.2% 

34.4% 

34.9% 

38.6% 

38.6% 

Tota,l Recovery 

I Substage II 

17.5% 

18.5% 

20.1% 

17.2% 

20.7% 

The first substage recovery is clearly enhanced over the isochronal 

run recovery. The widths, relative magnitudes, and locations of the two 

doping run peaks are in very good agreement; the location and shape of the 

peaks are more like those of.the high dose rather than the medium dose iso

chronal run, although the damage was slightly less than that for the mediilm 

dose run. 

The adjusted second substage recovery for doping run 1 is less than 

was expected since the equivalent damage was nearly that of the high dose 

isochronal run. The peak shape, location, and magnitude are very similar 
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Figure 19. Differential isochronal recovery of radiation doping 

runs 1 .and 2 (Figures 1.7 and 18). The adj.usted data 

for doping run 1 has been plotted. 
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to those of .the medium dose isochronal run. It is possible that some sub

~tage II recovery occurred during the one hour 10.5 .K anneal between ir

radiations. For doping run 2, however, the recovery is enhanced over the 

isochronal run recovery. The peak location is shifted near that for the 

high dose isochronal run, and a low temperature side shoulder has become 

evident. 

In summation, radiation doping results in an enhancement of the 

correspondingly doped substage recovery and an apparent sh~ft of the·sub

stage location to lower temperatures analagous to the shift normally 

observed for concentration-dependent recovery involving· long-range migra

tion of the interstitial. 

F. Other Results 

To investigate the possibility of thermal annealing occurring at 

or near the irradiation temperature of 1.55 K a two part experiment was 

carried out (see Figure 20). In the first part, the electron beam flux 

rate was varied at constant temperature.· Two damage production points 

were measured after irradiation at 1.55 K with a flux rate of 2.55 X loll 

e-/(cm2 sec). The flux rale wa::. LIH::n d~creaged by 74°G to 0.67 x 10 11 

e-/(cm2 sec); to maintain the same irradiation temperature forthis de

crease in beam heating, the cooling power of the refrigerator was reduced 

by throttling down the mechanical pump .used to pump on the liquid helium. 

Two more production points were taken at the reduced flux rate. A fifth 

production point· was then taken at the original higher flux rate with the 

pump valved open again. All points were measured in.flux increments of 

10 15 e-/cm2 • 
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Figure 20. Change in resistivity as a function of integrated 

·flux for·different flux rates at two different 

irradiation temperatures. 
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Gwozdz. and Koehl·erY performed an experiment similar to the one 

outlined above for 1.7 K irradiations of gold, in which thermal annealing 

is believed to occur below 2 K. They found that the damage production 

rate was high~r for higher flux rates. By contrast, the results for the 

present exp~riment show a continuous production rate regardless of flux 

rate. 

For the second part of the experiment, three additional damage 

production points were measured for irradiation at 1.45 K with the lower 

flux rate given .above. Care was taken to only crack the needle valve 

open during remote filling of the refrigerator to keep the sample temper-

ature below the irradiation temperature. 

As can be seen from Figure 20, the final three production points 

fall on the same curve as the points from part one of. the experiment. 

In addition, all eight production points for this experiment can be fitted 

to the damage production curve of Figure 8. From these· results and the 

previously discu$sed isochronal annealing results, there is no evidence 

for thermal annealing in magnesium between 1.45-4.5 K. 

G. Summary arid Comparison to 
Ot~~.!.. Experiments 

The da~age ~roduction.rate for 1.0 MeV el~ctron irradiations of 

magnesium at .1.55 K is found to be linear with increasing electron flux. 

No evidence for thermal annealing near the irradiation temperature was 

found; in fact,_it was demonstrated experimentally that .such annealing 

dues i10t occur~ 

The low temperature recovery in magnesium foilowing 1.0 MeV elec-

tron irradiations at 1.55 K consists of .two major substages. Evidence for 
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multiple recovery proces~es in both substages is p~ovided by the substage 

widths, their ranges of activation energies, and the small magnitude of 

the temperature shift of each substage peak with changing initial defect 

concentration .. The lack of dose-dependence of each substage as a whole 

and the spread of activation energies suggest_that at least the low tern-

perature portion of each substage is due to close-pair and/or correlated 

long-range recovery. The dose-dependent shifts of the actual substage 

peaks and, more significantly, the recovery enhancement. in both substages 

due to radiation doping indicate that some form of uncorrelated long-range . . 

recovery occurs in the high temperature region of each substage. Thus, it 

seems that each of the two low temperature recovery.substages consists of 

a combination of correlated (close~pair and/or long-range) and uncorrelated 

recovery. 

There are some significant differences between the two substages. 

The first substage is 40% b~oader, exhibits a less pronounced dose-depen-

Jent peak shift, and has a frequency factor at least three orders of mag

nitude smaller than the second. Substage I accounts.for almost 2/3 of 

the low temperature recovery, as compared to about 1/3 in substage II; 

however .. · the total recovery in substage II increases with dose, while that 

in. substage I remains about the same. And finally,· the recovery processes 

in the second substage seem to be somewhat dependent upon those in the 

first as evidenced by the combined results of the two radiation doping 

experiments. The enhancement of the first substage recovery was the same 

whether one or both substages were doped; however, for doping of the first 

substage only, the enhancement in substage I was accompanied by a decrease 
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in the second substage recovery compared to what was expected based upon 

the calculated equivalent damage. The end product of the long-range re-

covery in substage I or the recovery process itself acts to suppres~ the 

recovery in substage II. 

The results of O'Neal and Chaplin (OC).!.Q/ for 0.4 MeV electron 

irradiations ~:f-polycrystalline magnesium, while qualitatively similar, 

differ frpm .·those of the present work in sever a 1 respects. oc also found 

two low temperature recovery substages, but their lowes.t temperature sub-

stage was asymmetrical (a peak with a high temperature shoulder). In 

addition, the amount of recovery in each of their substages and for the 

low temperature region as a whole differed from that of the present work, 

as shown in Table 3. (OC' refers to earlier work by O'Neal and Chaplin 

. . 29/ 
for irradiations with 0.3 MeV electrons.-) .And finally, OC observed no 

dose-Jependence in either substage for isochronal anneals following ir-

radiations to total resistivity changes of 4.3 x lo-10 Qcm and 18.1 x 10~0 

Qcm. 

TABLE 3 

··- - Recovery Experiment e. energy l'.pirr 
(MeV) 0 0-1 o Qcm) Substage I Substage II Total 

This Work 1.0 10.764 34.9% 20.1% 58% 

oc 0.4 9.08 37% 34% 73% 

OC' 0 .. ) 8.36 43% 37% 82% 
·-

The differences outlined above can be explained, for the most part, 

in light of two basic experimental differences between the present work 
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and that of OC. First, OC performed their irradiations around 5 K, for 1 

which they saw clear evidence of thermal annealing during irradiation. 

Their damage production rate decreased with increasing electron flux, 

and when they lowered their irradiation temperature by decreasing the 

electron flux rate, they observed a marked increase in the production 

rate. Further, the production rate of 3.57 x lo- 26 nc~/(e- cm2) found 

in the present investigation for 1.0 MeV irradiations is 46% higher than 

predicted by an extrapolation of OC's values for irradiations between 

0.125-0.4 MeV. Thus, the substage I recovery seen by OC and given in 

Table 3 is less than the intrinsic recovery_ for this substage by some 

unknown quantity dependent upon the amount of thermal annealing which 

occurred during irradiation. 

The second basic difference concerns the electron energies used 

.. f . d. . F f 1 1 f . 30/ 1 . · 24 / or lrra latlon. or .c.c. meta s, resu ts or copper,-- p atlnum,--

. d 1 . 31 / . d" h . . h f h . . d 1 an a ununum-- ln lCate t at lncreaslng t e energy o t e lnCl ent e ec-

trons tends to decre.ase the population of the close-pair suhstages and 

increase that of the long-range migration substages by increasing the 

separation between the interstitial and its vacancy. As a result, since 

free long-range interstitial migration involves trapping of the inter-

stitials and interstitial clustering in addition to recovery, the amount 

of defect retention above stage I generally increases with increasing 

electron energies. For the two experiments under consideration here, the 

population shift from close-pair to long-range configurations would ex-

plain the dis~imilarity in substage I peak shapes, since OC would observe 

more close-pair recovery, giving an increased low temperature recovery 

sub-peak. Also,· the increased defecL retention for higher electron 
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energies explains the disparity in the substage and total recovery values, 

particularly in light of the above-mentioned conclusion that OC only saw 

some fraction of the intrinsic substage I recovery. This latter explana

tion is illustrated by the OC' results in Table 3, where the 0.3 MeV data 

exhibit recovery increases for bdth substages over th~ 0.4 MeV data. 

The absence of evidence for dose-dependence in the OC study is 

probably due to the levels of defect concentrations chosen for. their in

vestigation. Fcir sufficiently high concentrations~ the f.c.c. substage 

E shifts so iow in temperature that it becomes com~letely lost in substage 

D. In the present work, the peak shifts between the medium dose (3.532 x 

lo- 1 0 f.lcm) and high dose (10.764 x 10- 1 0 f.lcm) isochronal runs are minimal, 

and it was fdund necessary to drop to a low dose of 1.214 x lo- 10 f.lcm to 

verify that ~orne shifting was taking place. Since the OC low dose was 

higher than the present medium dose, and OC had a smaller relative popu

lation for uncorrelated recovery as.discussed above, it is unlikely that 

they would have observed any significant shifting of either substage peak 

with dose. 

The Schonfeld and Ehrhart (SE).!.Y diffuse :X~ray scattering studies 

for 3. 0 MeV .irradiat.ions of magnesium single crystals provide several us·e

ful insights. They irridiated to total resistivity increments of 82-232 x 

lo-9 f.lcm, and observed small clusters of 2-3 interstitials following ir

radiation which. had larger displacement fields in the basal plane than 

along the c axis. The cluster size was observed to increase during ther

mal annealing. 

A 4~estion to be addressed is why SE saw clusters rather than 

single interst.Hia.i.s prior to th~;mual annealing. It is po5sible that 
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their irradiation temperature (near 5 K) was high en·ough that free migra-

tion of the interstitial was occtirring during irradi~tion. However, in 

similar studies of cadmium and gold,~ for which free interstitial mi-

gration is suspected below the irradiation temperatures used, the cluster 

size after irradiation was found to increase with dose. No such dose-

dependence was seen by SE for magnesium. Thus, it seems more likely that 

the clustering in magnesium was due to a combination of radiation-induced 

diffusion and the influence of collision sequences, ·particularly in view 

of the rather high incident electron energy used (maximum lattice recoil 

energy of great~r than 1000 eV !) . 
. : 33/ 

As evidence, Ehrhart and Schlagheck--

found for copper that high concentrations of defects (~600 ppm) led to 

_cluster formation during irradiation. Since the concentration for the 

temperature of free migration recovery to m~rge with.correlated recovery 

has been sho.wn in the present ~.xperiment to be quite small ("'2 ppm as 

compared to 'V50 ppm in copper), it is possible that the defect concentra-

tions used by SE (180-500 ppm) were high enough to ertcourage cluster 

growth. 

SE's observation that the long-range_displacement field of the 

clusters was greater. in the basal plane than along. the c axis offers some 

information regarding the possible configuration of the interstitial in 

magnesium. In zinc, Ehrhart and Schonfeld found the displacement field 

to be greater along the c axis both for single interstitials~ and for 

clusters ofinterstitials following_thermal annealing. 34/ Appiying the 

inverseJ th~ sin~le interstitial in magnesium might be expected to lie 

more along th~ basal plane than along the c axis. Finally, the cluster 

size growth during thermal annealing, coupled with the above arguments 
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against free interstitial migration during irradiation, provides further 

support for free long-range migration of the inter~tiiial in the low 

temperature recovery substages of magnesium. 
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IV. THEORETICAL MODEL FOR RECOVERY 

A. Interstitial Model Calculations 

l; Procedure .. In ord~r to develop an atomic model for the re-

cover)' processes observed in this investigation, it. was first necessary 
\ . .· . . . . 

to try to deterin.ine the config~ration of the interstitial in magnesium. . .. . . .. 

Since bulk m~asurements such is elec~rical resi~tivitY yield no experi-
. . 

mental. atomic'information and no experiments which do provide .such in-

formation have been done for ~ingle interstitials in magnesium, theo-

retical calculations similar to those first used to determine the structure 

of the iriter~titial in f.~.c. and b.~.c. crystals wer~ carried out. (For 

a review of the f.c.c. and b.c.c. calculations, see references 35-37.) 

The basic procedure used can be outlined as foliows. First, a 

suitable interatomic potential must be chosen; the Born-Mayer and Morse 

potentials have traditionally been. the most popular choices for f.c.c. 

and b.c.c. materials. The unknown parameters in the potential are de

termined hy fitting the potential to various known (calculated or, 

11ref~rably, experimental) propertiis of the material b~ing considered, 

such as the-lattice parameter and the elastic constants. An interstitial 

atom is then "placed" into the lattice in some likely configuration, 

generally d"etermined based upon lattice symmetry considerations, and the 

surrounding atoms are allowed to relax away from the interstitial. Finally, 

the energy difference between the normal perfect lattice and the Telaxed 

lattice with the inter~titial is calculated using the fitted potential. 

The amount of relaxation of the neighhoring atoms and, in the case of a 
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split "dumbb~ll 11 structure, the separation between the two dumbbell atoms 

are then varied·until an energy minimum is attained, which is taken to be 

the formation.~nergy of the interstitial u~der considerati0n. The process 

is repeated for all likely interstitial·structures; the one with the lowest 

formation energy is expected to be the actual interstitial configuration. 

2. Potentiai. For the purpose of.the present calculations, a 

Morse potential was chosen of the form 

U (r) = 
j-2a(r-R ) 

Dl_: o 
-a(r-R )~ · ·o 

2e . . 

fitted to experimental values of the lattice. parameter (a= 3.1926 A.
381

), 

the vacancy formation energy (EFV = 
. 12/ . 
0. 79 eV-. ) , and the bulk modulus 

,•' 39/ 
(K = 0. 3689 x 1012 dynes/cm2 - ) . For the vacancy formation energy, the 

12 nearest neighbor (NN) and 6 next nearest neighbor atoms were considered, 

aJ.Jowing no relaxation around the vacancy. The defining equation for the 

. bulk moldulus was used, 

whet·e V is the volume and. E the energy of the lattice: Finally, the 

equilibriun1 condition \vas applied, 

au I - o 
. ar r==a 

As a s1mplifying assumption in this and all further.calculations, the 

magnesium latt:l r.P. was taken to be ideally close-packed· with c = 18/3 a. 

The fitting procedure resuHed in a transcendental equation which was 
0 

solved numericiily by iteration, giving 0: 0.1194 eV, a = 1.696 A- 1, 
0 

and R = 3.231 A. 
0 
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3 .. Configurations. Calculations were made for the four most 

likely inter~titial configurations for heiagonal metal~ given by Ehrhart 

.. 9/ 
and Schonfeld- (see Figure 21). For the split dumbbell along the c axis 

(H ) and octahedral (0) configurations, the six atoms forming triangles c . 
' . 

immediately ~bove and below the interstitial were allowed to relax. For 

the tetrahedral (T) cqnfiguration, relaxations of the three atoms belqw 

and one ~bove the interstitial were illowed.. In all three cases, the 12 

NN of the interstitial (both dumbbell aton{s for H ) and the 12 NN of each . • . . . c . 

of the relaxed atoms were considered for calculating the configurational 

energy. 

A different approach was used for the ~rowdion (C) configurat1on 

40/ . 41/ using the Frenkel-Kontorova model-• based on a method due. to Koehler.-· 

For the contribution to the energy of atoms along the close-packed row of 

c, a "spring constant" 8 is detcrminedfor small displacements of atoms 

along the row. For atoms rtot on the row, the ~nergy contribution V is 
0 

calculated in the same manner as discussed above for the other configura-

tions. The two contributions are used to calculate a dimensionless 

parameter H, 

H.= 

where a is .the lattice parameter, from which the inters.titial formation 

energy EF
1 

may be evaluated. In the present work, a value of H was cal

culated for magnc!jium and EFI.det.ermined by quadratic interpolation from 

values given by Koehler. 

Theresults of all calculations appear in Table 4. It should be 

noted that thP.se values are not eipected to represent accurate values for 
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Figure 21. SingJe interstitial configurations considered for 

inter~titial formation energy calculations.· 
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c· 

dumbbell (He) octahedra I (0) 

c 

tetrahedral (T) crowdion (C) 
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.TABLE 4 

EF 
I 

Configuration 
It atoms It· atoms, 
relaxed considered (eV) 

H 6 84 3. 77 
c 

0 6 72 3.48. 

T 4 56 4.41 

c - - 4.84 

the interstitial formation energy; to achieve such accuracy would require 

many more reiaxations than have been considered here.. However, these cal~ 

I 
culations should reflect the relative magnitudes of EF for the.inter~ 

stitial configurations studied. 

jected. 

It is clear from Table 4 that the T and C structures can be r~-

The 0 configuration has the lowest energy, with H about 8% higher.· 
c 

It would be difficult solely from these calculations to select either of 

these last two as the preferred structure. However·, taking into account 

SE's scattering results for small clusters, 0 seems the more likely choice. 

As was discovered for f.c.c. metals, not all potentials will give 

the same interstitial configuration as being lowest in energy; 37/ models 

·must ultimately be evaluated according to their agreement with experiment. 

Tome, Monti, and. Savino~·have investigated the 0 and T structures in 

magnesium with :a potential consisting of a set of cubic functions con

tinuous in different ranges, with their first and second derivatives 

matched at the boundaries. They found 0 to be uns~able, moving to the 

T structure. Sahu, Srinivasan, and Krishan431 have studied the single 

interstitial in magnesium using the interatomic potential of Doneghan and 
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Heald. 441 They considered the He' 0, and T configurations, and found He 

to be'the most stable with the lowest formation energy (0.86 eV). In 

addition, they have examined these three structures using the potential 

of Tome et al. ·, finding 0 to be stable under the proper conditions, but 

h II . ' h 1 ' f" . 45/ u f 1 t at · was aga1n t e owest energy con 1gurat1on.-- . n ortunate y, 
c 

these calculations do not seem compatible with the SE diffuse scattering 

data:. 

' 46/ Very recent calculations by Imafuku, Yamamoto~ and Doyama-- shed 

more light on the situation. Using a Leonard-Jones potential fitted to 

the lattice parameter and vacancy. forma~ion energy, they studied various 

interstitial configurations in magnesium, including the four discussed in 

this work. They allowed 80 .atomic relaxations and found two configurations 

with almost the same formation energy: 
I 

the 0 configuration, with EF 

.2.39 eV; and a split dumbbell configuration situated along one of the 

close-packed tows in the basal plane, with EFI = 2.36 eV. 

B. Recovery Model 

In light of the well understood recovery behavior of the f.c.c. 

= 

metals, the most significant features which a recovery model for magnesium 

must explain are the existence of two low temperattire annealing peaks, 

both of which involve a combination of correlated and uncorrelated re-

covery, and the <q)p:nent. dependence o.f the recovery. processes in the second 

~ubstage upon 1"hnsP. in the first substage as evidenced by the radiation 

doping resu~ts. One possibility is the existence of two stable intersti-

tial configurations, one responsible for the recovery in each substage. 

A number of the experimental observations could be explained with such a 



model, including the presence of uncorrelated recovery in two separate 

substages. However, a two-interstitial model of this sort s~ems un

necessarily complicated compared to other metals without some experi-

·mental evidence to justify it. 
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A?second simpler model is a single interstit1al which has very 

different resonant modes for migration along the basal plane and perpen

dicular to the plane. The existence of the two radically different 

frequency factors provides support for ~model of this nature. For this 

model, the substage I recovery is ascribed to th~ normal sequence of 

annealing events seen for the f.c.c. 's, but only for interstitial migra

tion along the basal plane. With the restriction to two.:.dimensional 

motion, th~ number of close-pa{r configurations recombining in the first 

substage would be reduced, and would appear more like preliminary steps 

to long-rang~ migration. This would give the obs~rved broad substage 

with no uniquelyresolved close-pair peaks. Interstitiais in close-pair 

configurations perpendicular to the basal plane simply remain trapped in 

the first substage. 

for fur~her discus~ion, some assumptions must be made regarding 

the interstitial configuration and the interactions between interstitials 

and between interstitials and vacancies. Based upon.the calculations of 

Imafuku et al~ and SE's scattering results, the interstitial is assu~ed 

to he a split dumbbell located along a close-packed row in the basal plane. 

InterstitialS and vacancies are assumed to attract; interstitials are 

assumed to repel when parallel to one another and attract when their axes 

(projected onto the basal plane) make angles of 60° or 120n with one 
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another. The last assumption takes into account the six-fold symmetry of 

the hexagonal basal plane. 

These assumptions lead to three possibilities. for the freely mi

grating substage I interstitial. A certain fraction will form clusters 

with other interstitials in the basal plane. There can only be two or, 

at most, three interstitials in each cluster so formed, since the assumed 

interaction is-attractive only for interstitials in non-parallel orienta

tions. ·Once three interstitials have clustered~ any-additional intersti

tial will be parallel to one rif the three existing orientations and wiil 

thus be rep~lled. This result fits with SE's observations that clusters 

consisted of 2-3 interstitials, and that no dose-dependence was found for 

the cluster size. Some of the free interstitials will annihilate with 

vacancies, {ncluding some. of the vacancies involved in off-plane close

pair configurations, thereby freeing the off-plane interstitial for migra

tion in substage I. And finally, some of the free substage I interstitials 

will be trapped. by vacancies or interstitials in parallel planes and held 

for recovery or .clustering in substage II. 

In substage II, interstitial mbtion perpendicular to the basal 

plane becomes possible. Correlated recovery will occur due to the re

co-mbination· of the -remaining off-plane close-pairs formed during irradi

ation and the annihilation of interst~tials trapped by off-plane vacancies 

in substage I.· Interstitials trapped by other off-plane interstitials 

may cluster or, for weak trapping at large separations, break free Lo 

undergo free migration. An additional contribution to free migratio11 in 

substage II could be the reorientation of two trapped intersti tials during 

migration perpendicular to the basal plane. 'The altractive interaction 
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could become repulsive if the jump process causes the two interstitials 

to be more nearly parallel; as a result, the two would detrap and migrate 

freely. The freely migra.ting substage II interstitial can either annihi

late with a vacancy or cluster with other interstitials, leading to the 

growth in cluster size seen by SE for thermal anne~ling. 

This model accounts for the major features observed for the radi

ation doping experiments, including the dependence of· the second substage 

recovery on that of substage I. For doping of the first ~ubstage only,· 

the doping treatment will leave behind vacancies, interstitial clusters, 

and interstitials trapped by off-plane vacancies and interstitials. The 

"new" free interstitials in substage I introduced by the second irradia

tion will hive extra vacancies aviilable for annihilation, inc~uding those 

in trapped configurations 1vith off-plane interstitials normally. reserved 

for recovery in substage II. Recombinations of the latter type will de

crease the number of annealing events responsible·for substage II re

covery, as well as releasing the formerly trapped interstitials for free 

migration in substage I. The "new" intersti tials can also form .clusters 

with other interstitia.ls in the same plane which are in trapping configura

tions with off-plane vacancies, thereby .preventing these trapped inter

stitials from r.ecombining in substage II as they normally would. The net 

result will be an enhancement in the recovery of the first substage due 

to the extess·of vacancies accompanied by a reduction in the recovery 

which would b.e expec.ted for the second substage due to the reduction o£ 

the trapped off-plane vacancy-interstitial pairs available for recombina

tion; ~his is what was observed experimentally. 
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For doping of both substages, the doping tre.atment will result in 

interstitial clusters and an excess of vacancies. As for the previous 

case, the extra: ·vacancies will contribute to an enhancement of the sub

stage I recovery following the second irradiation because the freely mi

grating substage I interstitial will have more availa}?le annihilation 

sites. However'· in contrast to the previous case, ·the "new" substage I 

free interstitial will not reduce the expected subsiage II r~covery be

cause there are no remaining trapped off-plane vacancy-interstitial pairs 

left for it to interact with. In fact, the excess vacancies should lead 

to an increas.e J.n the off-plane trapping of interstitials by vacancies 

compared to an undoped sample, resulting in an enhancement in the expected 

second substage recovery when these trapped pairs recombine. Thus the 

recovery should be enhanced in both substages; in agreement with the ex

perimental find~ngs. 

There remain a number of questions unanswered for this model; 

Neither the form and strength of the interactions between interstitials 

nor the type.of migratory jump processes held responsible for interstitial 

detrapping have ·been calculated or measured. Moreov.er, the configuration 

of the interstitial itself is not yet certain. It.doe~ seem clear, both 

from the existing experimental scattering data and from theoretical calcu

lations, that the interstitial in magnesium is not like the split dumbbell 

along the c.axis found in zinc. As a result, the recovery patterns of 

these two hexagonal metals might be expected to be quite different, as 

indeed they are: However, it is also clear that further calculations and, 

more importantly, good experimental data giving configurational information 
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about the single interstitial and its migration in magnesium (e.g., diffuse 

scattering or mechanical relaxat~on) are needed in order to develop an un

ambiguous model for the observed recovery behavior. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

This· .study of magnesium after 1. 0 MeV electron irradiations at 

1.55 K provide$ ·new information regarding the nature of radiation damage 

and its recovery in this hexagonal metal. 

The damage production rate is found to be (3.57 ± 0.03) x lo- 2 6 

Qcm/(e- cm 2) .. There is no evidence for thermal annealing up to 4 K. 

The low temperature recovery in magnesium is found to consist of 

two distinct .broad substages between 4-14 K, both of which exhibit evi

dence for correlated and uncorrelated recovery. The two substages are 

found to have very different frequency factors for annealing, suggesting 

either ·two widely separated resonance modes for the recovery processes 

or two stable interstitial configurations. In addition, there is evidence 

that the recovery processes in the second substage are influenced by those 

in the first. 

Theoretical calculations are found to favor either an octahedral 

configuration or a split dumbbell configuration along a close-packed row 

in the basal plane for the interstitial as opposed to the split dumbbell 

along the c axis found for zinc. A model for recovery is proposed using 

the split interstitial configuration iri the basal plane which explains 

the first substage as being due to interstitial migration in the basal 

plane and the second to migration perpendicular to the.plane. 
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APPENDIX A 

ANALYSIS OF MAGNESIUM USED FOR SAMPLE GROWTH 

A mass spectrographic analysis of the Dow triply distilled mag

nesium used to grow the magnesium samples revealed the following impuri

ties in ppm, atomic: 

This is 

three. 

Ta ~ 0.1 

Sn 2 

Ge s 3 

Zn 0.3 

Cu ~ 0.1 

Ni $ 0.2 

Fe :5 2 

Cr :5 ·o.s 

v $ 0.5 

Ca 2 

CQ, 0.3 

Si 2 

At 1 

a semiquantitative analysis with an accuracy .of f/x a factor of 
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APPENDIX B 

DETAILS OF SAMPLE GROWTH AND THINNING PROCEDURES 

For growing the magnesium samples, a cylindrical split graphite 

crucible was used with a cylindrical cavity machined .along its axis to 

hold the magnesium charge .. The sq.mple mold was machined into one half 

of the crucible at the b6ttom of the cavity. The two crucible halves 

were held together by threaded clamps screwed onto either end of the 

crucible. In addition; the crucible was tapered outwards approximately 

1° from top to bottom, and a clamp with matching taper was fitted snugly 

at the center of the crucible to keep the crucible halv~s tightly sealed 

during the melt. 

Prior io each melt, a thin coating of aquadag diluted in aLcohol 

was applied to 'the inner· surfaces of the crucible, leaving a uniform thin 

film of graphite powder- which prevented the grown sample from adhering to 

the crucible and being damaged during removal. The magnesium charge was 

etched in a dilute citric acid solution (5 g citric/95 cc water) to remove 

surface impurities. The charge was then placed in the crucible in an argon 

atu1osphere and t;he crucible sealed a.t. the top with a threaded cap to pre

vent extensive losses of the charge material to evaporation. 

The crucible was suspended vertically in an oven and heated in a 

slowly flowing atmosphere of pure argon gas until.all of the charge was 

melted. The crucible was located in the oven such· t··hat a temperature 

gradient uf about 6° C/cm could be maintained over the sample region, with 

the bottom of the sample being coldest. The maximum temperature was held 



for two hours to allow the hydrostatic pressure of the 19.5 em column 

of mol ten charge to force magnesium down into the sample mold.· After-. 

wards, the crucible was cooled to room temperature at a constant rate 

of about 35° C/hr. 

The· samples were washed in a solution of 20% nitric acid and 

80% ethyl alcohol by volume to remove the surface layer of graphite. 
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They were determined to be single crystals by visual.inspection for grain 

boundaries and by examining Laue pictures of back-scattered x-rays, which 

gave the crystallographic orientation of each sample.· Single crystals 

were used to· avoid cold-working of the samples at low temperature due to 

differential thermal contractions of different grain orientations. The 

samples were etched to a uniform thickness of about 0.3 mm by one second 

dips in a solution of 15% nitric acid and 85% distilled water by volume, 

with rinses i~ distilled water between dips. The·end tabs were coated 

with GE 7031 va,rnish and another series of dips performed to thin the 

sample legs to about 0.18 nun. The varnish was then -removed by soaking 

the samples in acetome and a final cleaning and polishing etch done in 

the nitric/alcohol solution. 
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APPENDIX C 

SIMPLE THEORY FOR RECOVERY KINETICS. 

For a.single thermally-activated annealing process, the ·concen

tration of-defects associated with the process is given as a function 

of time by 

dc(t) 
dt = -A f(c) e-E/kT (C-1) 

where c is the concentration, t the time, A is a frequency factor, E the 

activation energy for the .process, k is Boltzmann's constant, and Tis 

the temperature. f(c) is a function of the defect concentration which 

is dependent upon the order of the reaction. 

For close-pair recovery, each pair annihilates ind-ependently of 

the rest. This gives f(c) = c, or first-order kinetics, and Equation 

(C-1) can be integrated to give 

c (t) . = 
co exp ~At e -E/k1 (C-2) 

wh<.::re Co is the initial defect concentration. The fractional recovery is 

independent of initial concentration. 

For an annealing process involving long-range free migration of 

the interstitial in three dimensions, the recovery rate is proportional 
. . . 

tn the concentration of interstitials and the concentration of annihila-

tion sites, .or vacancies. Since these two concentrations are equal, 

f(c) = c 2 , giving second-order kinetics, and Equation (C-1) integrates to 

.. 
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-E/kT 1 + c 0At e 
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(C-3) 

The fractional recovery occurs faster fo~ increasing in~tial concentra-

tion. 

Finilly, for one-dimensional free interstit{al migration, random 

.: 47/ 3 
walk theory predicts-. f(c) = c , or third-order kinetics, .for which 

Equation (C~l) integrates to give 

~ + 2c2 At -E/kT o e 

1 
(C-4) 

The fractionii recovery occurs even faster than for ~econd-order kinetics 

with increaiing initial concentration. 

As a result of the concentration dependence of the fractional 

recovery for s~cond- arid third-order processe~, an a~riealing peak involv-

ing either of these processes will shift to lower temperatures with in

creasing initial concentrations. Nilan and GranatoY have shown that the 

temperature of maximum recovery, T , for two differ.ent initial concentram 

tions of defects will shift according to · 

exp[E/kTml ~ E/kTm2] 

(Tm/Tm2) 2 

where (B 1/B 2 ) = (c 01 ;c 01 ) for second-orde~ kinetics and (c 01 /c 01 ) 2 for 

third-order kinetics. 

Nilan and Granato have also calculated the·approximate natural 

peak width at-half maximum for a single first-order process, which they 

g1ve as 
2.4 kT 2 

m 
E 

For higher order kinetics, the peak width broadens. 
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APPENDIX D 

SLOPE CHANGE ACTIVATION ENERGY ANALYSIS 

For a. single thermally-activated process, Equation (C-1) can be 

re-written in terms of the resistivity p: 

dp = ·A ( ) -E/kT dt - g P e (D-1) 

Dur~ng an isothermal annealing experiment~- if the temperature is suddenly 

increased from T1 to T2, the activation energy can be written as a function 

of the slope_s Qf the two isothermals. From Equation (0..,1) we have 

E 
[

dp) 
dt T=T 

R.n 2 
(dp) 
dt T=T 

= kTlT2 R.n[ §_z_ l (D-2) 
T2-Tl Sl 

The method of Dibbert et a1. 241 involves determining the numerical 

derivative of each isothermal recovery curve at each measured isothermal 

annealing point. The natural logarithm of each derivative is then plotted 

as a function of the total recovery in resistivity at that annealing point, 

giving one curve of R.n(dp/dt) vs. p d for each isothermal anneal. 
recovere 

T~e value of ·R.n(S 1/S2) can then be determined from the amount of vertical 

. discontinuit-y that oc.c.u:rs on the plot between isothermals l and 2 (see 

Figure 22, where the results for the first three anneals of isothermal 

run 2 have been plotted). The authors found this method gave a signifi-

cant improvemerit in the uncertainty of the value of E over methods requir-

ing an analytic fit to each isothermal. 



Figure 22. Example of slope change metho.d. of activation 

energy d~termination for the first .three iso

thermal anneals of isothermal· run 2. 
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APPENDIX E 

PRIMAK ACTIVATION ENERGY· ANALYSIS 

Consider the isothermal annealing of a first-order process dis-

tributed in.act~vatitin energy. Defining the resisiivity distribution 

function P(E), 

P(E) = c(E) f (E-1) 

where c(E) i~ the fractional concentration of defects which anneal with 

activation energy E and f is the resistivity produced by 100% defects, 

Equation (C-2) can be written as 

P(E) 
-E/kT 

P0 (E) exp(-Ate ) 

= P. 0 (E) 0(t,T) (E-2) 

Po(E) gives the original activation energy distribution before annealing, 

and 0(t,T) is the characteristic annealing function which measures the 

amount of the original distribution swept out as the annealing time in-

creases. The measured resistivity is given by 

p . = . J: P (E) dE (E-3) 

After. the fir·st isothermal anneal for time t 1 at temperature T1 , 

thP. ciist.rihut.ion becomes 

(E-4) 
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th Continuing for successive anneals, the distribution after the n anneal 

is given by. 

p (E) = P0 (E) 8(tl,Tl) 8(t2,T2) ... 8(t ,T) n . n n 

~-1 . ] . 
= Po(E) II 0(t. ,T.) 0(t ,T) · .(E-5) 

1
=l 1 1 n n · 

The measured defect resistivity remaining after the nth anneal is 

= J
oo P (E) dE 
o n 

or, from Equation (E-5), 

= foo Po (E) f ~ l 0 ( t , , T. )] 0 ( t , T ) dE 
0 ~=l 1 1 n n 

(E-6) 

Taking the diff~rence between two values of p measured at times ~~ and 

th t 2 (t 1 <t 2 ) during the.n anneal gives 

(E-7) 

Since the integrand ts appreciably different from zero over a narrow range 

of E, P0(E) can be replaced to first order by a constant average value 

P 01 (E), for which Equation (E-7) becomes 

= J
oo ~-1 ] II 0(t. ,T.) 
0 i=l 1 1 

(E-8) 

',·' ·:, 
.·.· :···. 
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or, 

p(t 1,T) - p(t 2 ,T) 
Po1CE) 

n n (E-9) :::; 

J: 1
nl 

dE 

where E, the average value of the activation energy over the interval of 

integration, is given by 

J:E Inl dE 
E :::; 

Joo Inl dE 
0 . 

(E-10) 

For.a.second-order process the same theoretical approach is 

followed except that Equation (C-3) must beused: 

P(E) :::; Po (E) ~ + Po~ t e-E/k'~r (E-ll) 

tli After then anneal, 

and. 

p (t , T ) 
n n · J: -Po (E) 

{ 

A ~-1 · 
1 + Po £ L t .. 

. . . i:::;l 1 

-E/kT. .e· -E/kTnJ}-l 
A. 1+t.. 

n. 

th Taking the difference between.two values of p during then anneal 

and replacing Po (E) by the constant average value Po2 (_E) gives 

(F.-12} 

(E-13) 

i 
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I: {[ ' A [:~: 
-E/kT. :E/kT" JT p(t 1 ,T ) - p(t 2,T) Po2(E) 

l = P02 I t. e + t 1 e . .n n l 

'"' 

[· A ["f -E/kT. 
e -E/kTnJr} dE t. l 

Po2 f e + t2 
i=1 l 

= P02 (E) foo 
InZ dE (E-14) 

0 

or 

p(t 1 ,T ) - p(t 2,T ) 
Po2(E) 

n n (E-15) = 

Joo In2 dE 
0 

·' 
where 

E 
1: E InZ dE 

(E-16) 

J: InZ dE 
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